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Phil Cunnington 

Norreys Conservatives 

              

On Thursday 6 May you’ll have the chance to decide who runs our local Borough Council.  

Your vote could not be more important.  

Elections here are always close - a handful of votes could decide who speaks up for Norreys.  

I have been delighted with the response I have received to my positive campaign. It has been very  

encouraging to hear from residents who have promised me their support.  

Especially welcome has been the number of people who have said how much they agree with my views 

on local issues.   

I urge you not to think that others will vote for me and that will suffice. You can only secure a Conservative  

Councillor in Norreys if you take that positive step and send in your vote for me as soon as possible. 

There are lots of good reasons why I think we need a Conservative Councillor in Norreys ward: 

• Keeping council tax low while offering excellent services and retaining weekly waste and recycling.  

• Improving our environment by working together to change behaviour and reduce our carbon footprint.  

• Preventing anti-social behaviour by better supporting young people and working with the Police.  

As we recover from the pandemic, we need a council that supports our recovery.  

We also need a local Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) who recruits more police and makes our 

streets safer. Which is exactly what the Conservative candidate for PCC Matthew Barber will do.  

As a long time resident and your neighbour here in Norreys, I care about our town and want Norreys to 

continue to be a great place to live, work, learn and do business.  

Let’s make sure Wokingham recovers from this pandemic stronger than ever. 

Please give me your support on Thursday and together we can further improve Norreys.  

Yours sincerely 

Phil Cunnington 

Candidate for Norreys Ward 

PS Elections here are always close. Don’t leave it to others to vote Conservative. 

They might be leaving it to you! 


